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ABSTRACT 
The property (H) in Kothe-Bochner space E(X), w h ere E is a locally uniformly rotund Kothc 
function space and X is an arbitrary Banach space, is discussed. Specifically, the question of 
whether or not this geometrical property lifts from X to E(X) is examined. Among others it is 
proved that E(X) has the property(H) whenever X has the property (G). Moreover, it is shown that 
the property (H) does not lift from X to E(X) when the Kothe space E is over a measure space in 
which the measure is not purely atomic. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, KiitheeBochner spaces E(X) of vector-valued functions are 
considered. These spaces, which are generalizations of both the Lebesgue-m 
Bochner and Orlicz-Bochner spaces, have been studied by many authors (e.g. 
[3], [9], [ll], [12], [16]). One of the fundamental problems here is the question 
of whether or not a geometrical property lifts from X to E(X). Although 
often the answer to such a question is as expected, the proof is usually non- 
trivial. Considerations of that type have a long history, so we limit ourselves 
to the properties defined below. Perhaps, the earliest paper is due to M.M. 
Day [5]. In this paper it was proved that LP(p., X) for 1 < p < co is uniformly 
rotund whenever X is uniformly rotund by defining an embedding from the 
simple functions of LP(p, X) into the space Z”(X) and then applying the cor- 
responding result that he proved for /P(X). Subsequently, E.J. McShane [26] 
gave a direct proof of Day’s result. The earliest paper concerning the uniform 
rotundity of the K&he-Bochner space is due to I. Halperin [9]. In this paper, 
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I. Halperin proved that the function space E(X) is uniformly rotund when 
both the Kothe space E and the Banach space X are uniformly rotund. 
Afterwards authors have proved theorems stating that the Banach sequence 
space fP(X) has a certain geometric property exactly when the Banach spaces 
X and ZP have the same property ([5], [6], [18], [24], [31] and [36]). In [32] 
M. Smith and B. Turett showed that many properties akin to rotundity lift 
from X to the Lebesgue-Bochner space fY(p, X) when 1 <p < 00. A survey 
of rotundity notions in Lebesgue-Bochner spaces can be found in [31]. 
Further investigations showed that many theorems known in the context of 
Lebesgue-Bochner spaces still hold true for Kothe-Bochner spaces E(X), 
where E is an Orlicz or Musielak-Orlicz space [15]. Recently results of that 
kind were extended to the general case of Kothe-Bochner space by A. 
Kamir’rska and B. Turett [16], H. Hudzik and T. Landes [ll], H. Hudzik and 
M. Mastyio [12]. 
In contrast to these positive results, in the paper [32] an example is given of a 
reflexive Banach space X with the property (H) for which LJ’([O, 11, X, X) fails 
the property (H) for all 1 <p < 00. This result deviates from the pattern set 
above since it is known (see [IS]) that if X has the property (H), then ZP(X) for 
1 < p < cc also has the property (H). This interesting phenomenon as well as 
its usefulness in many areas of analysis is a reason why we study the property 
(H) in Kbthe-Bochner space. 
Moreover, it is worth mentioning that we were also inspired by some results 
in [l], [34], [35] in which the problem was considered when weak convergence 
implies strong convergence in L’ (p, X). 
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let us agree on some terminology. Denote by N and R the sets of natural 
and real numbers, respectively. Let (T, C, y) denote a measure space with a 
a-finite and complete measure p, and Lo = Lo(T) the space of p-equivalence 
classes of C-measurable real-valued functions defined on T. The notationf I g 
forf,g E Lo will mean thatf(t) < g(t) ,u-a.e. in T. 
A Banach space (E, (1 . llE) c L o is said to be a Kiithe function space if 
(i) If I i IgLf E Lo, g E E implyf E E and Ilf lb I IlsllE; 
(ii) suppE =: U {supp f: f E E} = T, where supp f = {t E T: f(t) # 0). 
A Kothe function space is said to be order continuous (resp. monotone 
complete) provided fn 1 0 implies I( fnllE --f 0 (resp. 0 5 fn T f, f E E imply 
IlfnllE --f IlflM 
The following lemma will be useful. 
Lemma 2.1. Let E be a Kiithe function space. If fn ----f f in E, then there exist 
g E Ef, (_f&)) c (fn) and (qq) c R+ with I,, 1 0 such that 
K(k) -f I I qqg, 
whereE+ = {f E E: f 2 0). 
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Proof. An easy proof can be found in [17] (Lemma 2, p. 141). c? 
Now let us define the type of spaces to be considered in this paper. For a real 
Banach space (X, 11 . /jx)> denote by M(T, X), or just M(X), the family of all 
strongly measurable functions f : T -+ A’; identifying functions which are 
equal p-almost everywhere. Let 
E(X) = {f E M(X): Ilf’(~)ll.Y E El. 
Then E(X) becomes a Banach space with the norm 
ilf II = llllf(~~il~ IL 
and it is called a Kiithe-Bochner space. 
For any Banach space X, we denote by S’(X) (resp. B(X)) the unit sphere 
(closed unit ball), respectively. 
A Banach space X is locnll~~ n~~r~Iy rotunrifwrite (LUR)) if for each E > 0 
and x E S(X) there is &(x,E) > 0 such that for all y E B(X) the inequality 
/lx - yll, > E implies l/(x + J)/2//, I 1 -- 6(x,-_). 
It is well-known that (LUR) is equivalent o the following condition: for any 
x E S(X) and any sequence (.~,c) of elements of B(X) we have that ]Ix,~/~ x’ -+ I 
and j/x, + x]/,~ -+ 2 imply that x, ---f x strongly in X. 
A Banach space X is m~fbrndy rotund (write (UR)) if for each E > 0 there is a 
6’ > 0 such that for all x?y E S(X) the inequality /lx - y/l, 2 E implies 
lib + YPII, I 1 - 6. 
A point x E S(X) is called 
(a) an estrfrne point of the unit bnli B(X) (write x E Gus) if for every 
.i’, = E S(X) the equality 2x = y + z implies p = z; 
(b) a de~lt~ngpo~~t ofthe unit ball B(X) (write x E Gus) if for each E > 0 
.x $! co(B(X)\ [.x + @X)1}; 
(c> an FI-point (write x E SIIS(X)) if every sequence (xn) c S(X) which is 
weakly convergent to x (write xS “+ x) is norm convergent to x. 
It is known (see [21]> that 
&B(X) C &B(X) and &S(X) c &S(X). 
A Banach space X is said to have 
(a’) the property (R) if S(X) = &B(X); 
(b’) theproperty (G) ifs(X) = &B(X); 
(c’) the property (H) (known also as the Radon-Riesz prc~perty [32] or the 
~~dec-K~eeproperty [13]) if S(X) = 6‘~5’(X). 
It has been proved [8] that 
(UR) =+ (LUR) =+ (6) =+ (R) 
In [21] it is proved that 
(H) A (RI =+ (G), 
and (G) =3 (H) A (R). 
whenever 1’ is not isomorphic to a subspace of X, 
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We present the following collection of useful facts: 
Lemma 2.2. A locally untformly rotund Kothe space E is order continuous. In 
particular, E is monotone complete. 
Proof. Every locally uniformly rotund Banach space has the property (H). 
Therefore, it is order continuous (see [23], p. 28), so monotone complete. 0 
Fact 2.3. Let x # 0 be an element of a Banach space X. Then (x/]]x]jx) E 
6H S(X) if and only if for every sequence (x,,) of elements of X the implication 
(1) (x, z x and I]x~](~ + I]xllx) + x,, + x strongly in X 
is true. 
The proof of this fact is elementary. 
Fact 2,4. The Banach space X has the property (H) if and only if for every 
x E X the implication (1) is valid. 
This follows immediately from Fact 2.3 and the definition of the property (H). 
Fact 2.5. Let the Banach space X be (LUR). If a sequence (x,) of elements of 
X is weakly convergent to x and l]xllx > limsup,,, I]xn]lx, then (G) is 
strongly convergent o x. 
This follows immediately from the lower semicontinuity of the norm in the 
weak topology. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
We start with the following 
Theorem 3.1. ZfE is a (LUR) Kiithe space and Xhas theproperty (G), then E(X) 
has the property (H) . 
For the proof of Theorem 3.1, we need the following lemmas. 
Lemma 3.2. Let E be a (LUR) Kiithe space and let X be an arbitrary Banach 
space. Zff, fn E S(E(X)) (n = 1,2,. . .) andf, 5 f in E(X), then 
(a) Ilfn(.)llX converges to Ilf (.)llx in E; 
(p) there exists a sequence of functions g, E E(X) (n = 1,2,. . .) such that 
ll‘GI(~>llx = Ilf (t)llxf or every n E n/, t E T and llg, -fnll --f 0. 
Proof of (a). From the Hahn-Banach theorem, we can conclude that there is a 
functional f * E [E(X)]* such thatf ‘(f) = 1 = ]]f *(I. Then 
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1 2 1 Illlh(~)llx + Ilf(~)llxllE 2 ; II”6 +./-II 2 +.r*c.m +f’) 
The last term tends to 1 by the weak convergence offn tof. Thus, by (LUR) of 
E, lI$(.)llX converges to llf(.)lIx in E. q 
Proof of (j?). Define 
Ilfm44) 
&l(t) = Ilfn(t)llx 
for t E supp,f, 
f(t) otherwise 
for every n EN. Obviously, Ilgn(t)llx = Ilf(t)llx for every IZ EN and t E T. 
Moreover, it is easy to see that 
llgn(t) -“f;l(t)llx = /I Ilf(~)llxM) _ llhwllxf;l(~) Il.fil(th II Il.r,(NY ,y 
= I Mf)llx -- IIf(~)llxl 
for every n E N and t E T. Hence, by the definition of Kothe space, we have 
l/g* -hII = IlllL(~)llx - ll.f‘(~NlxllE~ 
The right hand side of this equality converges to 0 by part (CX) of Lemma 
3.2. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Let the assumptions of Lemma 3.2 be satisfied. If IIfn(t)\lx = 
II f (t)\lx for every n E N and p-a.e. t E T and ijfn does not converge strongl_y toj‘ 
in E(X), then there exist q > 0 and K E N such that 
/If xAn,K I/ > q for infinitely many n, 
where 
A 
n.k= { tEsuppf: II 
f,(t) f(t) 
llf(t)llx-Ilf’ollx .>t I! 1 
for every n, k E N. 
Proof. Since fn is not convergent to f, there exists a real number E > 0 such that 
li.fn -.f 11 > E for infinitely many n. Suppose that our lemma is not true. Then for 
every k E N, a sequence N(k, E) of positive integers can be found such that 
Ilf‘xA,,,l/ < : for n > N(k, c). 
Hence for a fixed K > (2/e) we have 
Ilh -f II 5 Il(fn -f )XA,> KII + ll(fn -.f) YT\.4,,Kll 
5 IlfXA,,KII + lIfnx~zn,KIl + Il(fn -f )XT\$A,Kll 
L 2llfXA,,Kll +~llfxT,4,.llI2~~+; < E 
for all n > N(K, E). This contradiction completes the proof of Lemma 3.3. q 
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Now, we can start to prove Theorem 3.1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose that 
fn,f E S(E(X)) (n = 1,2,. .), fn :f in E(X) and llfnli --f Ilfll. 
Now for the clarity of the proof, we will divide it into two parts: 
Part 1. We will prove our theorem assuming additionally that 
(2) ]lfn(t)]lx = I]f(t)]lx for every n EN and t E T. 
Suppose that our theorem is not true, i.e. that (fj) does not converge strongly to 
f in E(X). Then, by Lemma 3.3, there exist n > 0 and K E N such that 
II IIf IIX - IV(~) llXXT\A,,K IIE = II lb-(.) IIXXA,,x IIE > 17 
for infinitely many n, where the sets A,,K are defined as in Lemma 3.3. It fol- 
lows, by the local uniform rotundity of E, that there exists S,(f, n) > 0 such that 
(3) Illlf(~)ll x x T\A,,KlIE I ; Illlfc)llx + Ilf(~)lIXXT\An,KIIE i 1 - Mf, 77) 
for infinitely many n. 
Since fn 2 f in E(X), M azur’s classical theorem (see [25]) shows that there 
are, for every m E N, a sequence of increasing numbers N(m) and a finite se- 
quence (‘?)I <_i<N(m) of non-negative real numbers such that 
h’(m) 
is a1 = 1 and ll~$q?h-fi~ <A. 
Passing to a subsequence, if necessary, we can assume that 
N(m) 
(4) iz al% converges to f CL-a.e. in T. 
Now, we will show that there exists y > 0 such that 
(5) 11;: aiMfX.4,K I/ > 7 
for all m E N. Suppose that this is false. Then, passing to a subsequence if
necessary, we can assume that 
liy?j am/Xa.,l/ + o asm-+co 
Then, in view of (3), we have 
N(m) 
5 If c ai”(l-~~(f,rl))=2-SE(f,rl). 
ix1 
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This contradiction establishes (5). 
Now, let us define 
r;jm) = f E T: C ui”~~,,,(t) > _?r 
i 
N(t??j 
icz 1 -1 
for every positive integer YM. Obviously, Y(nr) c suppf‘ for every FE E A’. 
Moreover, by (5) we have 
for each m E N. Consequently 
(6) ~I.~‘?cv(~)// L z for every m E JV. 
Define 
It is easy to see that ,u( V) > 0. Indeed, setting Bi = Urn>>> V(r?z) and using (5), _ 
we have for arbitraryj 
ilfxf2,lii = II.fx~,,~~~,~~ll 2 /I.f‘x~~~~,~~l/ 2 z 
whenever m 2 j. Since 
ll.fC)lixx~, - IIS(911X~~ i 0 
by the order continuity, we obtain 
y < lim z _ i_,~, llfxsli =c; llSx4 
so I_1( V) > 0. 
By virtue of (4), passing to a subsequence if necessary, applying the con- 
tinuous embedding of E into Lo and excluding a suitable set of measure zero, we 
can assume that for every t E V 
Let toe Vand&={l <i<N(m): to 
finitely many m, and then 
E. Ai.K}. Obviously to E V(m) for in- 
4.53 
Now, we will show that there exists 6 > 0 such that 
(9) 
II 
f (to) 
xm - Ilf(~o)llx II 
> 6 for every 112 t N. 
x
Actually, for every m F Af and i E Jm, by the definition of Ai,K, we have 
(10) 
II 
_L(to) f(h) 
Ilf(fO)lix ~ Tlfoilx lx > k’ 
By the assumption that X has property (G), (J’(to)/llJ‘(to) Ilx) E &dB(X). Hence 
and by (LO), there is a 6 > 0, which depends only on K: such that 
II 
f(lo) 
x- Ilf~~oHx x > 6 II
whenever 
.Y E ro 
( 
“fzto) 
Ill‘(ro)llx : i E Jm t > 
In particular, putting x, instead of x, we obtain (9). 
On the other hand, for infinitely many M, we have proven that 
By (Et), we have 
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Since 
WY! &I - I! f (to) llf (to)llx (I x > 3 
for infinitely many m, we have 
f (to) 
(’ -+- Ilf(to)llx l + II
for infinitely many sufficiently large m. Let us denote by M the set of m for 
which the last inequality is valid. Then 
II f (to) ym - Ilf (to)llx II x > 3 
for m E M, because (1 - cy,) 5 1 - (y/2) < 1. Hence, by (9) and by the fact 
thatf(~o)lllf(~ )II 0 x is a denting point of B(X), taking 
1 . CT = - dist f(to) 
2 If (toNY’ 
co B(X) 
{ \( .f (to) Ilf (to)ll, + 
we can conclude that 
(11) dist 
f (to) - 
,lf~tO),,X~~~{~,,~,: m E M] > 0. 
Obviously, by (11) 
II Qm x, + (1 - cy,)y, - ___- f(to) > (T II llf (to)ll‘Y ,y 
for m E M. This contradicts (8). 
If&, ayl = 0 for infinitely many m, then om = 1 for infinitely many m and 
we have at once a contradiction between (9) and (8). In this way the proof of 
Part I is completed. 
Part II. Now we will omit assumption (2). Then we can define a sequence of 
functions g, (n = 1,2, .) as in Lemma 3.2(p). Obviously, 
ll?5ll = llll~ncME = Illlf(~)ll.& = 1. 
Moreover g, A f. Indeed, for every f”* E [E(x)]*. by the triangle inequality, 
we have 
l.f "kn -f )I I llf *II II&l -fnll -+ If *ui -.f’)l. 
The first component of the right hand side, by (9) in Lemma 3.2, converges to 0 
and the second one also tends to 0 by the weak convergence of ,fn to ,j’. Thus 
g, A,f. By virtue of Part I of our proof, we conclude that g, 4 f strongly in 
E(X). Hence, by (p) in Lemma 3.2 and the inequality 
ll.f;l -.fll I Ilh -&I/ + II‘% -.fll 
we get that fn -+ f strongly. This completes the proof. u 
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Remark 3.4. In the particular case when E = LP(p), by Theorem 3.1 and Fact 
2.4, we obtain Theorem 2 of [20]. 
A. Kaminska and B. Turett have proved in [16] that most of the rotundity 
properties carry over from X to E(X) (under the assumption that E is (LUR)). 
However, there are geometric properties that are not inherited by E(X) from 
X. Property (H) is one of them. In 1980, M.A. Smith and B. Turett [32] showed 
that there exists a reflexive Banach space with the property (H) such that 
WO, 11, A, X) d oes not have the property (H) for any 1 < p < 00. Moreover, it is 
immediate that every Banach space with the Schur property (coincidence ofnorm 
and weak convergence of all sequences), for example 1’ or any finite dimensional 
space, has property (H). So, in general, property (H) does not imply rotundity. 
The next theorem shows that in the context of Kothe-Bochner spaces E(X) 
with E being (LUR), the property (H) is stronger than rotundity and hence this 
property does not lift from X to E(X). In the special case of Lebesgue-Bochner 
function spaces this result has been proved by M.A. Smith and B. Turett (see 
Theorem 8 in [32]). 
Theorem 3.5. Let (T, C, p) b e a measure space that is not purely atomic, let E be 
a locally uniformly rotund Kiithe-Bochner space and let X be a real separable 
Banach space with dual space X’. If E(X) hasproperty (H), then Xis rotund and 
has theproperty (H). In particular, E(X) is rotund. 
Proof. It is well known, by the g-finiteness of 1-1 that there exists a function 
fo E E such that 
fo(t) > 0 for every t E suppfo = suppE = T. 
Again, by the g-finiteness of II, there is a non-decreasing sequence of measur- 
able sets {T,} such that 
E T,,=T and for every n E N, p(T,,) < CO. 
??=I 
Define a collection of sets 
C,= tcTn:fo(t)>; n = 1,2 3”‘. 
Obviously, for every n E N, C,, C C,,, 1, p( Cn) < 00 and lJ,“= 1 C, = T. More- 
over 
for every n E N. Consequently, xc. E E for every n E N. Fix N so large that 
D = C, contains a set B of positive measure that has no atoms. Define on the 
set B the nth Rademacher function as follows: 
r,(t) = 
{ 
1 for t E B(k, 2”) with odd k 
- 1 for t E B(k, 2”) with even k, 
where 1 < k < 2” and the sets B(k, 2”) are defined according to the following 
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construction. We divide B into two sets B(l,2) and B(2,2) such that 
p(B(l,2)) = p(B(2,2)). Suppose that for fixed n the sets B(k, 2n) (1 < k 5 2”) 
are already defined. To obtain sets B(j, 2”+‘) (1 <j 5 2”+t), we divide every 
set B(k,2n) (1 < k < 2”) into two sets B(2k - 1.2”+‘) and B(2k,2”+‘) such 
that 
p(B(2k - l,2n+1)) = p(B(2k,2”+‘)). 
Define additionally y,,(t) = 0 for t E D \ B. 
Now, suppose that X is not rotund. Then there exist x and z such that 
/IX/IX = IIX f 4x = 1 and z#O 
Define 
f(t) = ,lxjlllE xxdt) 
and 
h(t) = llxi,l, (XXD(l) + m(t)z). 
Note that for every t E D and n E N 
llxudf)llx = Ilxxdt) + rn(t)zll, = 1 
It follows that llfnll = IIf]\ = 1 for all n EN. 
Now, we will prove that fn A f in E(X). Let .f* be a linear continuous 
functional on E(X). In view of Hiai’s Theorem 5.3 [lo] that functional can be 
written in the following form 
f*(f) = J (f(t)&)) dpL, for anyf E E(X). 
T 
where the symbol (x,x*) stands for the value of the functional xc E X’ at the 
point x E X and g E E/(X*), i.e. g is a strongly measurable function from T to 
X* and E’ is a KGthe function space equipped with the so-called associate 
norm defined for every measurable function h : T + I2 by 
llhll’ = sup J If(t h: f E E> llfll~ 5 1 
{ T 
Hence 
” 
because (z, g(.)) is a real integrable function. Thereforef, A f in E(X). By the 
assumption that E(X) satisfies the property (H),fn -f strongly in E(X). 
On the other hand, we have ]r,(.)] = us for any n E N. Hence, by the defini- 
tion of Kiithe space, llrnllE = IlxsJIE for n E N. Therefore 
llfn -fll = Ilrn(.)ZII = llll~n(~)+llE = II4xlIxBIIE > 0 
for every n E N, i.e. (fn) is not strongly convergent tof in E. This contradiction 
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proves that X is rotund. Hence E(X) is also rotund (see [16]). Since E(X) con- 
tains an isometric copy of X and property (H) is inherited by subspaces, X also 
has property (H), completing the proof. 0 
Remark 3.6. If (T, C, p) is a purely atomic measure space, and E is a (LUR) 
Kothe space over (T, C, p) or E = I’, then E(X) has the property (H) if and 
only if X has the property (H) (see [4]) in contrast with the case when E is a 
Kiithe (LUR) space over a measure space that is not purely atomic (see Theo- 
rem 3.5 which shows that, in general, property (H) does not lift from X to 
E(X)). 
The authors wish to thank Professor M. Valadier for helpful comments. 
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